Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 29

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. a recording of a discussion
4. opposite of arrival
6. the transfer of blood from one person to another
7. to turn down
9. failing to follow rules
10. a person chosen to speak or act for another
12. argue
17. rot
18. opposite of increase
20. purposeful
22. to create a verbal picture of
23. put
24. opposite of attach
25. to merit or be worthy
26. to give the meaning of

Down
1. to send out
2. interpret
3. a business exchange
5. carry
8. protection
9. one who seeks evidence to solve a crime
11. to turn into something else
13. a period of change
14. to move from one place to another
15. show
16. choice
18. figure out
19. opposite of vague
21. to go down
22. an indirect route